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Uncertain futures for private colleges
Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr.
Although we hear a lot
about problems at public
colleges and universities
– budget cuts, enrollment
issues, political interference – private colleges
also have their share of
concerns.
Of the more than 4,600
institutions of higher education in this country, a little more than 3,000 (almost
two-thirds of the total) are
private. Although there
are a few exceptions, they
tend to be small, at around
2,000 students or fewer.
Yet they represent a significant number of the overall
number colleges and universities. Obviously not all
are created equal. Some of
them have large endowments and can afford to
be very selective in admissions due to the large
number of applications
they receive. Those schools
do not face any immediate
financial issues. But what
about the others?
From time to time we
read in the press about
small private colleges that
either close down or are
absorbed by larger ones
in the same geographical
area, and one wonders
what is the future for those
institutions. Let’s analyze
some of the unique prob-

lems that they face.
The first one is demographics. Each year the
U.S. is seeing a decline in
the number of high school
graduates. Since these
private colleges depend
substantially on tuition
dollars to cover their costs
of operation, fewer students mean less economic
certainty. And since these
colleges attract mostly students from their geographic regions, those located
in the Northeast and the
Midwest, where there is
a steady decrease in high
school graduates, are the
ones suffering the most.
This problem is compounded by the fact that
in the past they tried to
remedy these shortfalls by
attracting more international students, but with
the new xenophobic rules
imposed by the Trump
administration we are
seeing a decline in the
number of international
students applying to colleges and universities in
the U.S.
Another problem is that
now they are facing more
and more competition
from public colleges and
universities. Because of
state budget cuts, public
institutions have had to

become more competitive in their recruitment
efforts. They also, with
few exceptions, cost significantly less to attend.
Public institutions have
become a serious threat to
the recruitment efforts of
private ones. Add to that
the efforts made in some
states, like New York, to
offer free college tuition to
its residents under certain
conditions, and it becomes
clear that many private
institutions face economic
peril.
Although many private
colleges have tried to
compete by reducing what
they charge students by
charging a fraction of the
actual cost – called the discount rate – the problem is
that this is not a zero-sum
game. At some point the
discount rate becomes
unsustainable and the college starts losing money.
Religious-affiliated
colleges that try to stick
to certain faith-related
traditions are particularly
vulnerable. According to
a recent study by the Pew
Research Foundation,
fewer and fewer Americans identify as belonging
to any particular organized
religion. Those private
colleges that require their
students to be the followers of a particular faith
have an even harder time

recruiting.
This issue also faces
highly specialized colleges
like those in the arts. The
competition they face by
larger (mostly public) institutions is such that unless
they offer something
really unique they cannot
contend with the choices
offered by larger, more
scholarly diverse ones. To
put it simply, they don’t
have room to maneuver.
And it is not that private colleges are unaware
of these problems. In a
report published last week
by Insider Higher ED,
a survey of college and
university business officers showed that only 44
percent of chief financial
officers at four-year baccalaureate colleges say they
are confident their colleges
will be financially stable
over the next 10 years,
down from 52 percent a
year ago and 54 percent in
2016.
Twenty-four percent of
financial officers at private
baccalaureate-level institutions reported that the
leaders of their colleges
have had serious discussions about merging with
other institutions, more
than any other sector and
almost five times more
than answered that way a
year ago. A similar proportion (26 percent) said that

their college should merge
with another. And 68 percent of financial officers at
four-year private colleges
now acknowledge that
their tuition discount rate
is unsustainable, markedly
higher than last year’s 59
percent.
Are there ways to deal
with these issues? There
are. The problem is that
the leadership of many
of these small private
colleges is not always
capable of taking on the
challenges and making the
changes that are required
to achieve those goals.
One shortcut they
sometimes try to take is to
increase their institutions’
positions in the endless
and meaningless rankings that are published
every year by popular
magazines. The problem
with that approach is that
it costs a lot of money
the scale up in the rankings to meet the artificial
standards crested by those
magazines. If your problem is a lack of money, that
is not a viable solution.
The other is that those
rankings are not what
really make a difference
when making a decision
on which college to attend.
Location, cost, and affinity
are much more important
factors. After all, none of
those rankings measure

how well they prepare
their students.
These small colleges
need to take a different
route and develop the two
pillars that are fundamental to building a sustainable financial future. One
is to be known for something very specific and
important, something that
gives national prominence.
A small institution should
not try to be a jack for all
trades.
The other strategy is
to differentiate yourself
from the rest. Most college
websites look the same –
the same design, the same
messages, the same kind
of pictures, and all use
the word “excellence.”
Additionally, more and
more students try to find
out if a particular college
is the one for them based
on what they read in social
media.
Unless they are willing
and skillful enough to take
on these challenges, they
will become dinosaurs and
their merging, and in some
cases closure, will translate
not only in fewer options
for students but also loss
of jobs in academia.
Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr. is
a writer and college professor
with leadership experience in
higher education. He can be
contacted through his website
at: http://www.aromerojr.net

Edwardsville Art Fair participating artists
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The Annual Edwardsville Art Fair is scheduled
Sept. 21 through Sept.
23 at City Park, near
the Edwardsville Public
Library. Numerous artists
from the area and region
will have their work on
display and for sale. The
Fair also features entertainment and activities
for children.
Here’s a look at three
of the artists who will be
participating:
Artist: Maggie Off
From: Peoria, IL
Artist Statement: Each
work I create is a one
of a kind piece. I use
earthenware clay to create mainly wheel thrown
functional pottery. Once
the form is thrown I
enjoy stamping; empowering, uplifting, and or
humorous messages into
the clay meant to bring

a smile. I use a mix of
handmade, commercial
and found object stamps
to create more texture
before putting on the
screen-printed images.
The prints are a mix of
my photos and vintage
fabric patterns that are
printed onto the clay
with underglaze. Once
they get all this love they
are ready for the first
fire. After the first fire
they are glazed with layers of commercial low
fire glazes then into the
second fire they go! Now
they are ready to become
part of someone?s everyday life.
Artist: John Stoeckley
From: Louisiana, MO
Artist Statement: My
work is Pen, Ink with
Watercolor drawings of
Colleges from throughout Illinois, the Midwest
and beyond. My collection numbers over 200

Pictured from left are works by Maggie Off, John Stoeckly and Tracy Welling.
schools. I will be featuring several new drawings
from the SIUE campus.
Website: http://www
Stoeckley.com
Artist: Tracey Welling
From: Fairview
Heights, IL
Artist Statement: My

work incorporates a
multifaceted viewpoint
with mixed media painting, jewelry and wearable fiber art fashion.
I embrace the inherent
capabilities of a material and evolve it into
something unexpected.

My work focuses on
contradiction, transformation and redemption.
It also represents both
emotional and spiritual
armor. There is an understanding that there can be
negative perceptions for
any type of natural flaw,
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either in human nature or
materials. The contradiction is that those flaws
can be beautiful, one just
needs help to see it in a
different light.
Website: https://etsy.
com/shop/TracyWellingFineArt

Vet’s family sues Female prison population mulled
over Legionnaire’s
outbreak death
CHICAGO (AP) —
The family of another
veteran who died after
contracting Legionnaires’ disease at an
Illinois veterans’ home is
suing the state for negligence.
WBEZ reports it’s the
12th lawsuit to arise
from a series of Legionnaires’ outbreaks at the
Quincy Veterans Home.
The disease has been
linked to 14 deaths at the
home since 2015.
Valdemar “Roy”
Dehn was an 88-yearold Koren War veteran

who died in October.
Matthew Dehn says his
father wasn’t told about
the 2015 fatal outbreak
when he moved into the
home in April 2016.
The former state Veterans Affairs director
told WBEZ in December
that Legionnaires played
no role in Dehn’s death.
But the Adams County
coroner said his cause of
death was bronchopneumonia due to Legionnaires’.
Gov. Bruce Rauner’s
office didn’t respond to a
request for comment.

Woofstock
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to an audience of around
500 community members
throughout the course of
the day. For more information, email developmentmgr@mehs.org or
call 314-363-4971.
MEHS is a “no-kill”
shelter in Edwardsville
that provides adoption, spay/neuter,

humane investigation
and education services
to a five-county area in
southwestern Illinois.
Throughout its 30-year
history, MEHS has
placed thousands of
dogs and cats with forever families, including
almost 1,000 dogs and
cats in 2017.

CHICAGO (AP) —
A proposal by reform
advocates would cut
the number of women
locked up in Illinois prisons by as much as half.
Nearly 2,300 women
are now serving time in
Illinois, the Chicago Tribune reported . Reform
advocates argue that the
corrections system has
largely ignored the needs
of female inmates, many
of whom suffered years
of trauma, abuse or poverty before winding up
behind bars.
“Prisons were made
for men, and they are
made to traumatize,”
Celia Colon said after

sharing with the group
her history of abuse.
“They were not made for
healing.”
A 100-member allfemale task force made
up of experts, current
and former prison officials, and formerly incarcerated women recently
announced a seven-year
effort to bring down the
number of women in the
Illinois Department of
Corrections by 50 percent.
“This is a first in the
nation,” said Deanne
Benos, a former Illinois
corrections official who
is leading the effort.
“One hundred women,

all women, coming
together to build and
plan and cut the women’s prison population
by 50 percent or more.”
The task force, which
includes Illinois Supreme
Court Justice Anne
Burke and Cook County
State’s Attorney Kim
Foxx, is planning to take
a wide range of options
under consideration,
including changing laws
and designing more
social service programs.
Benos partnered for
the project with national
prison reform expert
Alyssa Benedict in 2014
to write up an assessment of Logan Correc-

tional Center, which had
recently been converted
to the state’s main women’s prison.
Their report highlighted red flags, including
women’s security risks
being overstated, reducing their chances for
early release or alternate
programming.
The report also found
a growing body of
research on the troubled
backgrounds of incarcerated women in the state.
According to studies
done on Illinois’ prison
system, 98 percent of
the women have experienced physical abuse at
some point in their lives.

controversial proposal
that would have allocated an additional $5
million in funds to the
Edwardsville campus.
During the same time,
a group of Metro East
lawmakers introduced
bills seeking to break
up the SIU system,
change the makeup of
the board and revise

the amount of state
funding, giving the
Edwardsville campus a
larger share.
The move angered
Carbondale faculty
and staff who charged
that Dunn was biased
towards the SIUE campus and was working
behind the scenes to
undermine the Carbondale campus regarding
funding allocation.
Dorsey earned his
bachelor’s degree at
Fairfield University in
Connecticut in 1964 and

his doctoral degree at
the University of Wisconsin in 1968.
He earned his medical
degree at SIU in 1978.
After completing his
internal medicine residency and a two-year
fellowship at the University of Iowa, Dorsey
returned to the SIU
School of Medicine in
1982 as an instructor. He
was appointed dean and
provost of the school of
medicine in 2001 and
retired from the position
in 2015.

Dorsey
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to accept an implement
the consultant’s recommendations without
delay.”
Dunn’s retirement
was the result of strife
between the Carbondale
and Edwardsville campuses over equitable
funding allocations.
Earlier in the year,
Dunn had supported a

